
OUR FIRST  

READING STARS 
  

Bronze 
Isaac Roome 
Harry Wiles 

Bentley Felgate 
WELL DONE! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 18th October 

What a lovely and busy half term we have had. This week our theme 

story has been The Little Red Hen, linked with harvest. We talked 

about the characters, describing them using adjectives, such as lazy, 

sleepy and noisy. We drew pictures of the animals and wrote words to 

describe them. We drew a story map and learnt the repeated phrases. 

We then wrote our own version of events, changing elements of the 

story. The nursery children played sound games and learnt a harvest 

song. They sang about 5 Currant Buns and took one away and sang 

Pat-A-Cake as they made playdough shapes. Reception and Year 1 investigated number 

6 and linked it to measurement, money and time. They made 6 using a variety of maths 

apparatus and some children wrote the number sentences. We introduced 1 less and 

used concrete materials and number lines to find one less than a given number. We 

counted objects in 2s to 10 and learnt a counting in 2s rhyme. We went 

outside and drew our own number lines and practised counting in 2s 

by jumping. We all made sandwiches and soup, which we enjoyed 

tasting and we used Cheerios to make bracelets. We looked at cuboids, 

described them and talked about the properties. We compared cuboids 

to the other shapes we have learnt about and went on a cuboid hunt to 

make a collection. We have also been talking about harvest and 

Reception and Year 1 enjoyed their walk to the church. Thank you to 

those children who brought items for the food bank.  

Please note  After the holiday we would like the Year 1 and Reception children to come 

into school on their own. We are encouraging them to develop their independence by 

unpacking their own bags and putting items away. We will help 

the children that need support. One of the teachers will welcome 

the children at the door and will be able to take messages that 

need to be passed on, e.g. if someone else is collecting your child 

that day. Thank you for your support with this. 

Well done to Isaac Roome who is Waveney Class’s Star 

of the week! Isaac has done some fabulous number work 

and reading. We hope you have fun with Star the Pony! 

 

Have a super week! 

Waveney Class Team 

 

Home Learning 

Nursery Go for an autumn walk. Talk about what you can see (with photos). 

Reception Make a collection of things you find outside in the autumn. Use some to 
make a picture and bring the rest for our autumn activities. 

Year 1 Make a weather diary or chart for the week.  

 


